Most current research methods and associated analysis technology in psychology would be recognizable to state-of-the-art researchers of half a century or even a full century ago: Generate hypotheses from theory, collect some data, and test the hypotheses, usually with a linear model. Data collection technology and data analysis technology evolved together in the 19th and early 20th centuries (Stigler, 1999) , and the two processes reinforce and limit each other. Data collection is expensive and cumbersome, and, prior to the development of computer software dedicated to statistical methods, so was analysis. These facts limited researchers in what questions they could ask and how to answer those questions they could ask. Several traditions arose from this state of affairs, including a reliance on linear models, disapproval of "data snooping" (combing through data sets looking for unexpected relations), and a lack of interest in replication (Thomas & Rosqvist, 2003) . With the addition of a misplaced reliance on significance testing as the primary vehicle of scientific advance (Gigerenzer, 1993) , psychological researchers were unable to expand the variance accounted for in their studies by more than a few percentage points. Today, we have tremendous advances in data collection and analysis technology, which will allow some fields to jettison traditional practices in solving both basic scientific and practical questions.
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Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are indicative of the rapid change in technology that already has revolutionized some applications of psychology and created the potential for change in many other arenas.
ANNs were originally developed as analogues to the way the brain processes information. Whether or not they accurately portray any actual biological activity is irrelevant to the purposes of this book, although David Scarborough and Mark John Somers point out that the biological analogy may help the reader in understanding how ANNs work. At the simplest level, each element in the ANN (a "neuron") takes in data, weighs and combines them, and generates an output. The neuron can then take feedback into account and modify the weights as needed. A network combines many of these neurons in, potentially, several levels to make predictions from new data. It may take many, many learning cycles (100,000 trials are not unusual) to inform the network. Obviously, this amount of computation can only be done by a computer. There are several methods for creating an ANN or similar set of functions, although only a few have been used in organizational
But Is It Good Science? Does It Matter?
research and application to date. Most methods use nonlinear relations among many predictors and one or more criterion variables and can result in an overall prediction system the details of which may not be readily understood by the researcher. Scarborough and Somers provide a basic description of these methods, although without running a program it is probably difficult to comprehend them fully.
Given that such networks can be developed, of what use are they, especially as they can be so difficult to comprehend? Walk into any large chain retailer and you will find a kiosk with a terminal at which job applicants can enter the necessary information to apply for a position. Multiply this by the number of kiosks in a chain and recognize that data are collected day in and day out, every day the stores are open. The data collection process is relatively cheap and rapid and results in previously unimaginable quantities of data.
Scarborough and Somers describe one company that deploys these kiosks and creates hiring algorithms for ANNs appear to have great potential for organizational research by psychologists. The primary application so far has been in personnel selection, in which advances in data flow created an environment ideally suited for this application. Scarborough and Somers spend a chapter describing how self-organizing maps, a variant of ANN, were used to examine employee commitment. Unfortunately, this application used an existing crosssectional data set, and consequently the advantage of integrating large-scale data gathering with ANN analysis was not obtained. Although Scarborough and Somers believe that the self-organizing map results led to better understanding of categories of employees with varying degrees of commitment than did discriminant analysis, I could not figure out any patterns I could interpret. Whether that is a limitation of the man or the machine remains to be seen. There are few other studies reported using ANNs in organizations. One problem is the vast amount of data required to realize the advantages of ANNs. The data collection technology in other applications has not caught up with the data analysis. As in the case of personnel selection, some entrepreneur will eventually convince organizations to develop better real-time data collection, and widespread application will become possible.
Learning About ANNs, not Learning to Develop Them References
No matter how much ANNs are used, the question still remains regarding whether the development of replicable and relatively high effect sizes and successful prediction is good science, given that the relations in the ANN are so hard to understand. If science is to increase our understanding, then is this science? There are two answers. One is that other branches of science incorporate complex and perhaps intrinsically unknowable factors-quantum mechanics is an example. A second answer is that it really does not make much difference whether this is good science, anyway, because this is a technology, not science. Psychologists have become so enamored with the title scientist that they do not realize that when it comes to application of knowledge, a better model is that of engineering. To be good engineering, the application must meet its design goals, and the designers must have the ability to learn from failure (Petroski, 1994) . Given those criteria, ANNs certainly have the potential to be "good engineering."
My overall reaction to this book is positive. Indeed, I cannot think of any negatives important enough to comment about. It is a very good resource for learning about ANNs. Scarborough and Somers do a particularly thorough job of describing what a research project using these techniques would involve and factors to consider in choosing software. They also describe the various types of ANNs. Although this book is an excellent guide to understanding ANNs, their use in organizational research, and getting started, after reading it I could not sit down at a computer with a database and feel confident that I could develop a meaningful network. In my experience with statistics, psychometrics, and similar areas, I have found that there are books that help one learn about the subject and others that are better at teaching how to actually go about the calculations.
My neurons see a pattern here and assign this book to the former category.
